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Abstract 

It is demonstrated that vector meson dominance (such as Z) of the photon shows up 

in a gauge model based on SU(2)iL x SU(2)~L x U(l)~C with unbroken and confined 

SU(2)~L x SU(2)~L' Left- handed quarks (qf for 1,2,3 and i=1,2) and leptons (li) are 

composites of scalars, wLi ' carrying the weak charge and spinors, c£ (a = 0,1,2,3), carrying 

the three colors (a = 1,2,3) and B - L(O' = 0), as qil f'..I wLict and liL wLic~. Thef'..I 

confined gauge model is shown to be equivalent to the conventional model realized in the 

Higgs phase as far as the scalar degrees of freedom are frozen. 

One of the useful ideas on compositeness of "elementary" particles 1) is the notion of 

complementarity 2) for a non-abelian gauge theory used as underlying dynamics. 3) When 

it is applied to weak bosons, the Glashow-Weinberg-Salam (GWS) model based on the 

spontaneously broken SU(2)tCx U(l)~C symmetry 4) is (almost) equivalent to the model 

on U(l)~~ with the confined "color" SU(2)tCsymmetry, i.e., the Bjorken-Hung-Sakurai 

(BHS) model for the kinetic i - Z mixing scheme. 5) The weak bosons, W± and Z, are 

made as 6
) W± f'..I Tr(T(±)wt D w ) and Z Tr(T(3)w t D w ) where w is a scalar f'..I 

p. L P. L P. L P. L' L 
carrying the weak charge and is represented by the Higgs scalar if> as W L = (if>G, if». At the 

same time, L-handed quarks (qti for 1;2,3 and 1,2) and leptons (lL) are regarded as 

composites described by qti = wLicta and l Li wLic~a. Starting with the lagrangian of 

the GWS model, one can derive the BHS model with the kinetic mixing parameter, A, for 
7

i - Z, A = e/u under the constraint of wlwL = 1. ) This equality can be regarded as a 

result of vector meson (such as Z) dominance of the photon. 
8 

) 

One may ask what will happen in QeD, which is realized in the confined color SU(3)~OC 

symmetry. Let the flavor group be SU(3)J for q~ (A, i 1,2,3), i.e., u, d and s. Since there 

is no scalar, complementarity is only possible if scalardiquarks, 4lf = eABCeijkq~q~/Ii, are 
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fonned. 9) Then QCD gets broken completely as fas as diquarks are condensed to develop 

< CPt > = /7f 8t· In this phase, i. e., the Higgs phase of QCD, the gluons, a~, become 

massive and serve as the octet vector mesons including p and quarks act as the octet baryons 

including P, Nand A. While, in the confining phase, color-singlet composites are supplied 

by cptq~//7f (rv qqq for cP rv qq) as the octet baryons and by CPtiDp.CP//; (rv qqqq) as the 

octet vector mesons. Then, the both phases at low-energies contain the octet baryons and 

vector mesons. The transmutation of gauge bosons (i. e., gluons) into massive vector mesons 

(i. e., p etc.) arises. 10) The similar suggestion has been lately advocated on the basis of 

the non-linear sigma model with a dummy hidden symmetry,l1) where gauge bosons are 

regarded as composites and scalar mesons like 11" are taken into account but without the 

baryons as qqq. Although it was examined in the Higgs (or broken) phase, the confining (or 

unbroken) phase is also possible by identifying e rv exp(i1l"//7f)CP and e rv exp(-i1l"//7f)CP.L R 

Along this line for the compositeness of "elementary" particles, a possible new physics 

beyond the BHS model is investigated by introducing extra Wand Z bosons. The simpler 

extension is to include extra W± and Z as another set of W± and Z. The gauge group is 

SU(2){7 x U(l)~C x SU(2)~7 (= aloc). The extra vector bosons in this case are allowed 

to be as light as 100 GeV that is still consistent with the low-energy weak interaction 

phenomenology mainly because the couplings to quarks and leptons are of the V - A form, 

which does not alter low-energy charged-current interactions. The gauge group, aloc, itself is 

not new and has been discussed by Barger, Keung and Ma and lately by Georgi, lenkinsand 

Simmons. 12) The lagrangian with extra composite weak bosons is characterized by vector 

meson dominances, which are described by the kinetic mixing terms among the photon (AD), 
Wand Z (lnainly VI) and extra Wand Z (mainly V;) 13) 

(1) 

We will demonstrate how the kinetic mixings are generated in the confining phase of SU(2)iL 

x SU(2);L' 

The particles contained are 1) gauge bosons of (ai2)! (i = 1,2,3; a, b = 1,2), (a~i~) !', 
(a' b' = 1 2) and B . ?) fermions of c(1)a (a = °1 2 3) and c(2)a. c(1)a as (1/2 0' Y) and , , p.' - La' , , La" La ' ,

cr1:X as (0, 1/2; Y") and; 3) two sets of scalars of tiYL'i as (0, 1/2; _7(3)) and e~, as (1/2, 1/2; 

0), where three numbers inside the parentheses denote the quantum numbers of (SU(2){7, 
SU(2);7; U(l)~C). The R - handed fermions are treated as "color"- singlets, tP~/): (0,0; 

Yi). The four colors specified by a is the Pati-Salam SU(4) color. 14) 
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Let us demand that gloc = SU(2)IL x SU(2)2L be confined to generate composite 

particles, To examine this phase, the scalars are subject to the nonlinear realization that 
. h' db-a' ( -t)i A2 ei (-t)i -b' A2 eb' (ct)a cb' A2 d' d ca (ct)b'IS ac Ieve y WLi WL a' = til0i' WL a,WLi = til0a" ~ a'~a = (oa' an ~a' ~ a = 
A~S!:, which are of course all "color" - singlets. Also defined are "color" - singlet composite 

fermions for L - handed quarks (q) and leptons (i) and composite vector bosons, ~ and V; 
for W, Z, W' and ZI, according to: 

q(I)A = '" w-a'.ca c(I)A/A A (2a, b)Li L...t L't~a' La til (' 
aa' aa' 

q(2)A = '" wa"c(2)A/A 	 (2c, d)Li L...t L't La' w' 
a' 

f 2(V; J{ = - L wL'Je:/(ioJL + gIGIJL):(et)t'/A~ - g2(G2JL):'/](wl)i,/A~,
J

aba'b' . 

f(V )i + f (V )i - '" -a 
l + G )b

l 

( -t)i /A2~ - '( (3)/2)iB.(. AIJL i 2 2JL i - L...t WL't ZuJL g2 2JL a' W L b w 9 r i W' 
a'b' 

(2e, f) 

as well as f'A~ = glBw Hereafter, quarks and leptons are denoted by 1/lLi = lLi (0'=0); 
qti (a (=A) = 1,2,3). 

The "color" - singlet quarks and leptons now come in the two forms: 1/lL(1)a w.Lec(1)af"V'ttL 
and 1/li2/ a wiLc~)a. The extra scalar, e, carrying both "colors" yields additional quark f"V 

lepton states. These two sets of the quark - lepton states may be regarded as two generations 

of quarks and leptons. The resulting low-energy phenomenology will be different depending 

on which states are assigned to "e"- and "p," - generations. And it can be found that the 

present phenomenology is consistent if "e" and "p," are identified with 1/l(2) for (w L' e) (thus 

primarily couples to the extra bosons). /1) but with 1/l(1) (thus does not primarily couple to 

the extra bosons, V ) if w is replaced by wi: (1/2, 0, _r(3)).2 L 

The lagrangian for the gauge theory evaluated in the confining phase, £, /' is found to 
con 

be 

r _ __l_T ( JLII) _ _l_T ( JLII) _ ~AO AOJLII ',,1.(1) JL(A
~ con/ - 2g; r VIJLII VI 2gi r V2JLII V2 g12 JLII + Z 'PL I U JL 

/1) 	In the Georgi-Jenkins-Simmons assignment (for the case of (WL,O), quarks turn out to be 1/1(1) that 
couples only to VI and leptons, 1/1(2) that couples to V2 as well as VI in the confining phase. 
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if V - ieQ AO)1jJ(l) + i1jJ(1),I'(o - ieQ AO)1jJ(1)
1 11' . em I' L R I' em I' R 

+ i1jJ(2),I'(O - if V - if V - ieQ AO)1jJ(2) + i1jJ(2),I'(O
L I' 1 11' 2 21' em I' L R I' 

- ieQ AO)"t.(2) + ~A2_ (f V(i) + f V(i))2 + ~(f A )2V(i)V(i)1' (2) 
em I' 'f'R 2 w 1 11' 2 21' 2 2 ~ 21' 2 ' 

where 

(3a, b) 

We find that l/fl = l/gi + l/g~, 1/f12 = l/fl + l/g12 (= 1/e2) and f2 = g2 for canonical 
kinetic terms of V12 and AO. The couplings of f', f1 and f2' respectively, turn out to , 
be nothing but the electromagnetic charge, e, 9 L of the diagonal subgroup of SU(2)lL x 

SU(2)2L and g2 of SU(2)2L' defined in the Higgs phase. For "color" singlet composites, the 

unbroken U(l)~C synlmetry is coincident with the U(l)~~ symmetry. The third - isospin is 

provided through the U(l)~~C charge of wL' which ensures Qem = (r(3) + Y)/2.The kinetic 

mixings are now characterized by f1/ f2 (= A ) for V1 and V2, e/ f1 2 (= A 1 2) for AO and12 , , , 
V 2' The kinetic nrixings cause the following field - redefinition:

1, 

vi!)(=z2) = VI -A;l (V1(:) + An ~(:)), V~!) = VI -Ai2 V2~)' (4a, b) 

v(±) = V(±) + A V(±) V(±) = . /1 - A2 v(±) (4c, d)11' 11' 12 21' ' 21' V 12 21' ' 


A = AO + A V(3) + A V(3). (4e)
I' I' ,1 11' ,2 21' 

Note that V(i) describe t.he weak bosons, W± and Z, in the limit of A12 -+ O. The difference 
1

between 1jJ(1) and 1jJ(,2) becomes now manifest: 1jJ(1) couples to V1 and AO while 1jJ(2) couples 

to the extra bosons, V
2

, as well as V and AO.
1 

The derived lagrangian is the generalization of the J - Z mixing model for Wand 

Z.5) The condition of e/f1 (= cos f)) to yield mw cosf)m is enlarged to mwmw1 = z 
15) 16)

cos f)mzm zl . The less-model dependent symmetry-argument based on the asymp

totic symmetry 16) also leads to the extended. mass relation. It is not difficult to show the 

equivalence of the interact.ions in the confining and Higgs phase as far as the scalar degrees 

freedom are frozen. 17) One can observe that conlplementarity is respected in a way that the 

SU(2)ior, x U(l)~C x SU(2)~OL model provides the same physics both in the Higgs phase 
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(with the mass mixing) and in the confining phase (with the kinetic mixing). 12) As predic

tions, we show r(Z-+-aU) (in Fig.l) and r(Z-+-e+e-) (in Fig.2) calculated from {, I' (2),con 
whose magnitudes are lower than the standard model predictions. 20) 

One may wish to introduce extra bosons with the vector coupling to fermions (such as the 

p - like meson) instead of the V - A coupling discussed here. From the present discussions, 

it is expected that the p analogue is associated with gloc = SU(2)~L x SU(2)~C with, say, 

c
La 

,: (0, 1/2; Y) and cRa': (0, 1/2; y).21) However, if one demands complementarity, it 

turns out to be unsuccessful because the same "flavor" - interactions are generated for both 

L- and R- handed ("color" -singlet) fermions, namely no L - handed weak interactions are 

generated. The consistent realization is obtained if an additional A1 - like meson (with the 

axial coupling to fermions) is present. 22) Then, the "color" confining group for the p- and 

A
1
-like mesons is given by gloc = SU(2)~L x SU(2)~C x SU(2)~c. Correspondingly, three 

kinds of the scalars are necessary. 
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